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As you know, lam legal counsel to Custom Lumber, I.nc. I am writing to advise you that 
Castle Rock's stipulation with Parker Water and San.itation the above-refor.enced case 
violates Castle Rock's 2006 settlement agreement with Custom Lumber (the "Settlement 
Agreement"). 

Under the Settlement Agreement, the parties agreed, am.ong things? to the 
parameters of a. change case whereby Castle Rock would seek a change of water right associated 
with 62% of the Converse Wens. The remaining 38% of the Conserve Wens being owned by 
Custom Lumber was not to changed and no authority was granted by Custom Lumber for 
Castle Rock to in any way purport to impair the future use ofCustom Lumber's 38% water right 
Castle Rock's stipulation with Parker terms and cond;tfons agreed 
upon by Castle to impair the use of Custom 38% water right in the 
Converse Wells, by purporting to place volumetric rate limits on use of the we11. 
See, e.g., Stipulated Decree, ff 12; 16.H; and 26. Custom Lumber. is entitled to use its full 38% 
proration of the mnounts decreed to the Converse Wells. In addition, Rock's agreement 
and proposed decree seek to impose monumenting and other requirements on Custom Lumber1 s 
use of its water. Stipulated. Decree, ,I 16.H. These provisions all viola.te the Settlem.ent 
Agreement and by Castle Rock agreeing to them and purporting to bfo.d Custom Lumber to them 
though it is n.ot a party to the case--Casde Rock is in breach of the Settlement Agreement. 

Moreover, pursuant to the terms of the Settlement Castle Rock was obligated 
to advocate for and. use its efforts to obtain the highest HCU values for the Converse Well 
water rights. See, e.g., Settlement Agreenumt, 18.1.3. Under the Stipulation proposed 
decree, Castle Rock agreed (HAL) to near)y a decade of no consumptive use the Converse 
Wells, which simply is not true, even if one accepts the premise that augmented. use does not 
count towards historical consumptive use. Castle Rock's historical. use analysis 
used .in 08CW242 was not consistent with historical consumptive use prepare in 
2006 and. presented to Custom Lum.her and upon which the Settlement Agreem.ent was based. 
Accordingly, Castle Rocle failed to advocate for the highest HCU value for the Converse Wells 
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or use its best efforts to attain the same, by erroneously agreeing to no consumptive use over a 
nine year period; agreeing to incorporate that 9-year period into the subject study period; and 
utilizing a substantially difforent HCU analysis from the one presented to Custom Lum.her in 
2006. 

Custom Lumber demands that the above-described breaches of the Settlement Agreem.ent 
be cured. If the above-described breaches of the Settlement Agreement are not cured, Custom 
Lumber will seek damages for breach of the Settlement Agreement and for costs and attomcys! 
fees pursuant to the terms of the Settlement Agreement. 

cc: Chuck Quisenberry 
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